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This work is directed on development of imitating model of electromagnetic lifting installation system
elements. In the work the principle of work of electromagnetic lifting installation elements of the "skipconstant magnet coil" is presented and described. Model operation was carried out in the ANSYS Maxwell
program. The task of model operation is determination of the key magnetic parameters of installation
elements: the Lorentz forces, magnetic intensity and magnetic induction. According to calculated parameters
graphic charts are made and engineering functions in the form of the equations with one variable are
constructed.
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Introduction
The imitating modeling of dynamic processes of interaction of electromagnetic lifting
installation basic elements pursues the purpose to determine optimum and rational parameters of
system without expensive experiments in the calculated path. Possibilities of the modern computers
and packages of applied programs allow to realize rather completely the system approach to the
description of multifactorial dynamic conditions of integrally interdependent links of uniform
dynamic system “skip-constant magnet-coil” [1, 2].
During the research the model of skip motion in mine shaft of was developed. This model is
based on the effect of magnetic levitation. The essence of the method is concluded in the fact there
are permanent magnets located on the skip or under the skip, and on all height of mine shaft it is
offered to arrange coil windings. In this case the skip with permanent magnets moves in a shaft
through the coil according to figure 1. When passing permanent magnets through the coil there is
magnetic field which allows the skip to develop speed, thereby moving it upwards.
1.The method of calculation
These researches were confirmed with natural experiment. During work the imitating model in
the ANSYS Maxwell program where the skip is set in motion by forces of interaction of magnetic
field of the coil in a shaft and permanent magnet on the skip was investigated. Advantage of system
is concluded in the way that is potentially new. Activation of permanent magnets does not require
energy. Until recently researchers considered that permanent magnets do not possess force,
sufficient for levitation. However, this problem can be solved by placement of magnets to the
massif. Thus magnets have to be located in such a way that the magnetic field arises between the
massif and the coil, and are capable to support levitation at very low speed – about 5 km/h.
However, the cost of such massifs from permanent magnets is very high that is shortcoming [3,4].
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Fig.1. Model of skip motion in the shaft of mine

When developing the model of this research the properties of materials are set from library of
the ANSYS Maxwell program. For permanent magnet NdFeB element (neodymium – iron - wood)
was chosen as material. It is the class of the rare-earth magnets made by pressing or molding of
intermetallid Nd2Fe14B.
Advantages of this class of magnets are high magnetic properties (B, H and (B-H) max), and
also low cost. Because of weak incorrodibility they are usually covered with copper, nickel or zinc.
In our case magnets have to be covered with nickel. For windings of the coil copper was chosen as
material. Besides the sizes of skip and coil were chosen [5, 6, 7].
2. Results and discussion
During research the necessary key parameters were defined, vector B indexes of magnetic
induction, intensity of magnetic field H and the Lorentz force J. The first characteristics specify key
parameters of magnetic field. The Lorentz force is directed on the axis z, according to placement of
the coil in a mine shaft.
Figure 2 presents the stage of the model solution in which the characteristic of Lorentz force is
defined. To complete the picture interactions the moment of finding the skip at 2.5 second of
motion and in the middle of the shaft of mine is presented, that is on the fourth second of motion.
On the color chart on the left the characteristic values from the most minimum at interaction
allocated in the blue color, to the most maximal, allocated in the red color are indicated..
By results of experiment in the ANSYS Maxwell program the schedule (fig. 3) which presents
the dependence of the maximal values of the Lorentz force characteristic on time was made. For
more detailed graphic report the time interval makes 0.5 seconds. Each size of Lorentz force on the
graphics is the result of addition of massif magnetic field from permanent magnets and the coil. In
each separate instant the sum of these sizes is various. Thus, the change of values of the Lorentz
force is explained in graphics.
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a) at 2,5 second of skip motion; b) at the 4th second of skip motion
Fig.2. Results of calculation of the Lorentz force of the model

Fig.3. Dependence of change of the Lorentz force of J on time

Figure 4 presents the stage of the model solution in which the characteristic of magnetic field
induction is defined. To complete the picture interactions the moment of finding the skip at 2.5
second of motion and in the middle of the shaft of mine is presented, that is on the fourth second of
motion. On the color chart on the left the characteristic values from the most minimum at
interaction allocated in the blue color, to the most maximal, allocated in the red color are indicated..
By results of experiment in the ANSYS Maxwell program the schedule (fig. 5) which presents
the dependence of the maximal values of the magnetic field induction characteristic on time was
made. For more detailed graphic report the time interval makes 0.5 seconds. Each size of magnetic
field induction on the graphics is the result of addition of massif magnetic field from permanent
magnets and the coil. In each separate instant the sum of these sizes is various. Thus, the change of
values of the magnetic field induction is explained in graphics.
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a) at 2,5 second of skip motion; b) at the 4th second of skip motion
Fig. 4. Calculation results of magnetic induction of B model

Fig.5. Change Dependence of magnetic induction B on time

The similar picture occurs when calculation of parameters of magnetic field intensity. In figure
6 there is the stage of the model solution in which parameter H is defined. The model in the figure
is presented at the stage of the fourth second. On the color chart on the left the values of the
magnetic intensity characteristic from the most minimum up to the most maximal value are given.
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a) at 2,5 second of skip motion; b) at the 4th second of skip motion
Fig. 6. Calculation results of magnetic field intensity of the model

By the results of experiment in the ANSYS Maxwell program the schedule (fig. 7) on which
dependence of the maximal values of the magnetic intensity characteristic on time was made. The
time interval of experiment makes 0.5 seconds. Each value of magnetic intensity on the schedule is
the result of addition of magnetic field of the constant massif and the coil. In each separate instant
the sum of these values is different. In this way the change of values of magnetic intensity is
explained in the schedule.

Fig.7. The schedule of dependence of intensity of H magnetic fields on time
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Conclusion

On the basis of the conducted researches the following new scientific results:
- Developed a simulation model in the software environment of ANSYS Maxwell.
- Developed algorithms and software modules in the software package ANSYS Maxwell to
determine the electromagnetic force interaction of the array of permanent magnets on the skip and
the winding of coil in the shaft.
- When processing the results of the research was obtained non-linear objective functions of the
basic magnetic characteristics H, B and J. The equations were written on every second of the
experiments. In the research, we changed the radius of a skip, the internal radius of the coil and the
external radius of the coil. Objective functions were written regarding this. These functions can be
used in the creation of electromagnetic lifting installations.
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